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ABSTRACT
One of the toughest challenges undertaken by German–Jewish 
Maskilim was to create a corpus of scientific texts in Hebrew. Most 
of the scientific texts written by them were aimed for both adult and 
juvenile audiences, signifying that no clear differentiation between 
corpuses for adults and for children had been made yet at the time. 
After a short blossoming of Hebrew scientific writing in the last third of 
the eighteenth century in German–Jewish culture, the first half of the 
nineteenth century saw a degeneration in Hebrew writing in Europe. 
Hebrew science literature flourished again from around the middle of 
the nineteenth century, especially in Eastern Europe, along with the 
growth in science literature for children and youth. This article is an 
initial exploration of this corpus, which has scarcely been examined. 
Three test cases are studied: a textbook, a didactic fictitious text, 
and a journalistic text. They present exclusive attributes of children’s 
literature, thereby demonstrating the process of crystallization of 
scientific literature in Hebrew for children and youth at that time.

Rabbi Hillel David HaKohen Triwosch, editor of the traditional Eastern European journal Sefer 
HaPisga (1895–1904),1 voiced strong criticism concerning the young generation’s reading 
habits at the time:

As everyone knows, the reading of newspapers, journals, and books in Hebrew has been on the 
rise in our times, so much so that the entire generation, young and naïve, all Hebrew speakers, 
including both youngsters who roam about and those attending Tora school, all crave literature, 
think of love, and eagerly consume all sorts of deviances […] The youngster offspring of orthodox 
fathers in many cities have been raising funds for founding libraries with every Hebrew book and 
journal for all to read; even Hassidic homes, which for many years had declined to let Hebrew 
literature pass through their doorways, have now changed, and the youth in these homes now 
also read, contemplate, and err in their love for it, whether openly or clandestinely, either with 
their parents’ permission or without it […].2

Triwosch noted that youngsters from different social sectors, not only the sons of Maskilim, 
but also orthodox Jews and Hassidim, read secular Hebrew literature, and were even willing 
to spend their money on it, while their parents’ neither knew nor consented. He claimed that 
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it was not merely reading, but a near addiction to reading, which he likened to unbounded 
desire. Similar criticisms were also voiced during this period with regard to the so-called 
secular literary writing-binge.3

Research does indeed bring to light the expansion of the secular Hebrew library and the 
diversification of its genres during this period, beginning in the final third of the eighteenth 
century, alongside German Haskalah activity.4

Among the new genres created by German–Jewish Haskalah in the end of the eighteenth 
and the beginning of the nineteenth century, the Hebrew scientific library stands out for its 
novelty,5 including the important part dedicated within it to scientific texts for Jewish chil-
dren and youth.6 The present article will address the development patterns of scientific lit-
erature for children and youth in the Ashkenazi sphere during the nineteenth century, and 
especially during its second half.

As opposed to the research of German–Jewish children’s literature from the last decades 
of the eighteenth centuries to the middle of the nineteenth century, which provides a clear 
picture of the crystallization and evolution of children’s literature in German-speaking realm 
at the time, the study of this genre’s developments in the second half of the nineteenth 
century in Central and especially in Eastern Europe is very limited.7 This article is a preliminary 
attempt to sketch out the body of scientific literature for Jewish children in the course of 
the late nineteenth century. The examination of the link between several later texts within 
the corpus and the pioneering attempts made by the German Haskalah to establish this 
type of literature during the previous period will hint at the main courses of development 
of scientific literature for Jewish children in Europe in the nineteenth century.

Education for all – the dissemination of Hebrew science literature in the 
modern era

One of the toughest challenges undertaken by German–Jewish Maskilim was to create a 
corpus of scientific texts in Hebrew. Given that the sciences had been marginalized in 
Ashkenazi culture throughout the generations,8 the authors faced various constraints. Many 
of them emphasized the sciences’ contribution to the strengthening of Jewish faith and their 
connection to the Jewish framework as a justification for their involvement with Hohmot 
Hitzonyot (‘External Wisdoms’, i.e. secular subjects).9 These Hebrew texts were almost always 
based upon source texts in other languages, the processing of which included the authors’ 
adaptations of knowledge to their Jewish readership’s needs.10 Maskilim tended to adopt 
the few branches of science deemed relatively legitimate in the Jewish sphere, such as 
astronomy, mathematics, and geometry,11 while rarely writing about other branches of sci-
ence, such as zoology, botany, minerology, geology, chemistry, geography, physics, and 
mechanics. Writing scientific texts for children raised another difficulty, since no strong tra-
dition of writing for children had been established in the Jewish sphere for authors to build 
upon. Most of the scientific texts written by these Maskilim were aimed for both adult and 
juvenile audiences, signifying that no clear differentiation between corpuses for adults and 
for children had been made yet at the time.12

After a short blossoming of Hebrew scientific writing in the last third of the eighteenth 
century in German–Jewish culture, the first half of the nineteenth century saw a degeneration 
in Hebrew writing in Europe, and a degeneration in the field of Hebrew science books.13 
Hebrew science literature flourished again from around the middle of the nineteenth century, 
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especially in Eastern Europe.14 This shift was accompanied by change in the characteristics 
of the corpus itself: Astronomy gradually lost its supremacy, giving way to a growing involve-
ment with branches of science that had gained prominence in modern Europe, namely, 
geography, zoology, botany, chemistry, and technological advances based on scientific 
developments.15

Various books on botany and zoology were published in this period, such as Sefer Toldot 
HaAretz by Joseph Shinhack (Warsaw, 1841/1859); Achen Yesh Hadonei by Joseph Jehuda löb 
Susnitz (Vilnius, 1875); Torat HaChaim VeChezyonotehem (St. Petersburg, 1880/1881); as well as 
the book series Sefer Toldot HaTeva by Sholem yankev Abramobich (Mendele Mocher Sforim) 
(leipzig, 1862; Zhytomyr, 1866; Vilnius, 1873). The number of geography and travel books also 
grew, and Shvilei Olam by Samson Bloch (lemberg and Zholkva, 1822, 1828, in two volumes); 
HaKadur by Moshe Shmuel neumann (Prague, 1831); and Shvilei Eretz Russia by Shuv from 
Bialystok (Warsaw, 1893). Especially salient was the new interest in nineteenth century techno-
logical inventions. Abraham Katzenellenbogen’s book Sefer Mechonat HaKitor (Danzig), which 
describes the technology of steam use, was published as early as 1845, while a book series by 
the name of Otzar HaChochma by Zwi Hirsch Rabinowitz appeared in the sixties and seventies 
(Vilnius, 1867–1876), and was devoted to natural forces and their use via modern technologies, 
such as mechanics, chemistry, steam, and magnetics. The journals that appeared in Central and 
Eastern Europe during this period contributed greatly to this development. The HaTzfira journal, 
which focused much on sciences and technological advances, led this trend. A similar, if more 
moderate, trend characterized other contemporary Hebrew journals as well.16 Alongside the 
multitude and variety of texts, as well as their appearance in different formats, a new trend of 
modern discourse on sciences emerged: The justifications for scientific discourse gradually leaned 
less on their contribution to the Jewish framework, while giving way to an emphasis on universal 
scientific considerations and conceptions.17

A similar trend of change can be discerned in children and youth’s literature, as it began 
adopting the modern discourse on sciences and to focus on branches of science alien to 
Jewish tradition. These texts appeared as independent publications, textbooks, and jour-
nals.18 Furthermore, it seems that this corpus acquired exclusive attributes of children’s lit-
erature, as shall be illustrated below with three test cases.

Zoology for Jewish children in the omer basadeh textbook

The German Maskilim published few zoology texts in Hebrew for children. Apart from the 
avant-garde Rešit Limmudim textbook (Berlin, 1788), the vast majority of zoological texts 
presented scientific knowledge as directly linked to Jewish faith and knowledge or as con-
tributing to moral teaching.19 Omer BaSadeh (Vilnius, 1853), by David Ben Aharon luria 
(1811–1873), was written for Jewish youth20 and built on this tradition, while incorporating 
novel elements.

luria was a reformer of Jewish education. He gave his utmost to improving education in 
the Minsk area, and was even appointed regional supervisor of schools on behalf of the 
authorities.21 The aforementioned textbook represents part of this endeavor. it begins with 
a letter from the prominent Maskil isaac Baer levinsohn (1788–1860), who commended the 
author for his educational activity.22

The textbook consists of interpretative texts for the Holy Scriptures, zoology, and civic 
education. in the chapter on zoology, luria presented Hebrew versions of texts (without 
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giving references to the textual sources) on lions, tigers, elephants, beavers, camels, dogs, 
and monkeys.23 Alongside short scientific descriptions of the animals and their habitats, 
luria incorporated fascinating stories that emphasize the animals’ extraordinary physical 
abilities and unique characters: lions, who pity humans and create amiable relations with 
them; a vengeful elephant, as well as loyal elephants; the camel’s exceptional capabilities; 
the dog’s remarkable sense of smell and its special affinity to humans, etc.

What were the educational aims of discussing animals? The answer can be found in the 
preliminary text that the author wrote for this section. Evidently, luria was influenced greatly 
by enlightened conceptions of the sciences. like other Jewish and non-Jewish members of 
the Enlightenment, who were active in the end of the eighteenth century and during the 
nineteenth century, luria viewed scientific knowledge as having a religious aim and per-
taining to faith, since it teaches about the world created by God and of his power and 
magnitude.24 luria appealed to his young readers movingly and called upon them to pay 
heed to their parents and teachers, as they will help them learn and take the path of faith 
wisely.25 He believed that the discourse on animals consisted of all of the essential elements 
needed to educate youth:

Here, my sons, i present to you a few articles from the natural history which i have written in a 
special book, watch and see some of the thousands of things that God created in his world, and 
you will discern that a person’s pride will reduce him to believing that the shape of his face and 
the glory of his organs carry him on the wings of fame; as only his inner mind and free choice 
to choose the good, the appropriate, and the beneficial, only these will glorify him, these alone 
will grant him the right to claim superiority over all sons of lions and to rule over them.26

The link between wisdom and ethics is firm ground for the author’s educational doctrine. 
For the author, scientific religious and ethical educations are intertwined. Animals teach 
humans about the wondrous world formed by the Creator and of his supreme capabilities, 
but no less about what distinguishes between humans and animals, namely, the formers’ 
mental capabilities and moral quality.

luria chose to deal with the similarity vs. the difference between humans and apes. The 
description of humans as the foremost creation, owners of mind, comprehension, and 
speech, as well as free choice, hints to his awareness of this main scientific-anthropological 
discourse that prevailed in eighteenth and nineteenth century Europe.27

Descriptions of the orangutan’s near-human capabilities, like the one offered by luria, 
had already appeared in texts for Jewish children and youth.28 yet the text that luria paired 
his description with represents a shift in the form of scientific knowledge in Hebrew texts 
for this audience. luria included a translation of a fable from Fénelon’s Fables (François 
Fénelon, 1651–1715) about a monkey. This fable stresses the difference between humans 
and monkeys. in it, an old rogue monkey reaches the netherworld, where god of the neth-
erworld reincarnates him as a parrot. After the parrot dies, the monkey’s spirit reincarnates 
as a stupid, licentious person.29 The moral alluded to is that if humans and monkeys resemble 
each other, the resemblance is in humans’ negative attributes: Stupidity, licentiousness, and 
verbosity. luria linked the zoological description of the monkey and the fable with a homily 
that appeared between the two sections. in it he advised youths to study and gain wisdom 
during their youth lest they resemble monkeys.30

luria thus attributed special significance to scientific discourse in the education of Jewish 
youth. But contrary to most zoological texts in Hebrew for children and youth published 
before him, he connected scientific discourse and questions raised by the European 
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Enlightenment, independent of traditional discourse. Moreover, as this book exclusively 
addressed youth, it molded its contents accordingly. The choice of fascinating, exotic mate-
rials points to a deep internalization of contemporary European educational conceptions, 
which emphasized the need to shape texts for young readers in an attractive and pleasing 
way. The incorporation of a fable also attests to the author’s awareness of the need to mold 
scientific knowledge to specifically suit children and youth. it is neither the use of a fable,31 
nor the Hebrew adaptation of a non-Jewish text (as described above), which distinguish this 
work. Rather, the novelty lies in linking between scientific and literary texts, each of which 
stands on its own, while both deal with the same object.

This trend of incorporating scientific knowledge into a story had already evolved in 
German–Christian educational literature in the end of the eighteenth century. Scientific 
information was integrated into a fascinating imaginary trip taken by a teacher and his pupils, 
or a father and his children, sometimes culminating in a religious experience. The use of this 
model emanated from the notion that curiosity and interest aroused by the text, as well as 
its illustrative presentation, facilitate the children’s learning process.32 This model, as well as 
other literary fiction models, were less common in Hebrew texts for Jewish children published 
in Europe in the late eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth century.33

luria apparently believed that the zoological text’s appeal would be enhanced if it were 
accompanied by a literary-didactic text. By pairing the scientific text with a fable he must 
have hoped to make optimal use of the didactic potential inherent to these texts, thereby 
intensifying their effect on the young readership. in his textbook, luria made use of modern 
educational methods, which demand of the educator not only to enrich his students with 
scientific knowledge, but also to ignite their interest, curiosity, and enjoyment during the 
learning process.

Biblical geography for Jewish children in Kalman Schulman’s books

Beginning in the end of the eighteenth century, geography came to be considered as central 
to German–Christian education.34 like zoology, no stable tradition had evolved for this field 
in Jewish writing, and the German–Jewish Maskilim shaped texts on geography by relying 
directly on the German–Christian corpus, and often included geographical knowledge within 
contemporary Hebrew travel books.35 Another type of books that served as an agent for 
distributing geography is Biblical geography literature. This phenomenon drew on the Bible’s 
renewed prestige and on the blooming of publications describing Eretz Israel, which were 
penned by the many travelers and scientists who visited there during the nineteenth century. 
These texts often consisted of a mixture of geographic information and elements of travel 
stories.36

The Maskilim did not themselves visit Eretz Israel, but rather relied on non-Jewish literature, 
which they adapted to Hebrew for their audience. in early texts, such as Mehkarei Eretz by 
Solomon löwisohn (Vienna, 1817), or Sefer Glilot Eretz Israel by Menahem Mendel Breslau 
(Breslau, 1819), sites in Eretz Israel were described according to the Holy Scriptures, as well 
as according to information supplied by travelers and researchers who had visited there. 
These texts used the lexicon model, while adopting scientific geography models to describe 
Eretz Israel.37 Breslau, who was a teacher and author of textbooks for children and youth, 
began the book with a long prologue in which he introduced professional terms from 
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scientific geography, such as poles, the earth’s axes, and the equator, as well as explanations 
on how to read maps. He also inserted a map of Eretz Israel at its end.38

The first Biblical geography books to make use of the narrative model were written by 
Kalman Schulman (1819–1899), a teacher who published many journal articles, essays, and 
popular translations. Most of his essays are dedicated to history and geography, which he 
viewed as of utmost importance.39 The Eretz Israel geography books that he wrote were 
based on Eretz Israel research literature, as well as on visitors’ impressions.40 Sefer Halichot 
Kedem (Vilnius, 1854) and Šulamit (Vilnius, 1855) were explicitly intended for Jewish youth. 
Schulman opened the former book with a direct appeal to his young readers and explained 
the book’s goals:

For you, attentive sons who study the Holy Scriptures! it is for you that i have written this book 
[…] i shall lead to this land of Carmel, attentive sons! in bonds of love i shall draw you after me 
to all the places where God appeared […] i have devoted my pen to the Holy Tongue ever since 
my youth, as i saw the wise words of the peoples who roamed the Holy land and encircled it, 
and who wrote countless books on it […] i was zealous for our Holy Tongue, the tongue of truth 
and the mother of all that is holy, and said to myself: is it right for the studies of this land to be 
concealed by other languages – tongues that have [never] roamed this lovely land […] i went 
to work and copied from the various new travel books the entire epic of the greatness of the 
Holy land and its manners […] i put the words of all of these numerous travelers in the mouth 
of one traveler in these ancient places […] and this narrator speaks in the first person for the 
stories to be more deeply engraved in the reader’s heart.41

The reason for writing the book, as presented by the author, is the wish to offer geographic 
knowledge on Eretz Israel in the Holy Tongue. Schulman found it unfathomable that such 
knowledge is available in other languages, while the israelites, whose heritage emanates 
from Eretz Israel, lack it in their language. Schulman chose to acquaint his young readers 
with Eretz Israel through travel literature. The story is built around a protagonist, the story’s 
narrator, who describes what he sees in the first person. Schulman believed that this would 
greatly strengthen the impression made by the stories: ‘the stories will be more deeply 
engraved in the reader’s heart’. His book Šulamit was published soon after the first and 
complemented it.42 in the introduction to this book he emphasized the fact that both essays 
were intended for youngsters, and delineated their didactic purposes:

in this book, Šulamit, i have kept my vow to bring my book Sefer Halichot Kedem to completion 
[…] i have already asserted, and will now do so again: i have not written this book for the wise 
and the knowledgeable […] i will tell you, attentive sons! […] i bore and created this book for 
youngsters, youngsters whose ears have not yet heard teachings and who do not yet know the 
Holy Tongue, for whom the study of ancient lands and ancient times are supreme wonders. 
Only for them i have done this […] i have placed the words of the many different writers and 
travelers in the mouth of one ancient traveler, who will tell us all that his eyes have seen, and 
this way the stories will be more strongly engraved in the reader’s heart.43

His books were thus intended for children who had not mastered the Hebrew tongue yet, 
and who had no knowledge pertaining to Eretz Israel. Schulman opens Šulamit, with letters 
of praise from Maskilim for these books of his. First among these are the letters of the afore-
mentioned David Ben Aharon luria, who commended Schulman for both Sefer Halichot 
Kedem and Šulamit, signing off with his title of ‘Supervisor of all Hebrew Studies in the Vilnius 
Region’.44 luria claimed that youth only read books of wisdom at a young age, and this 
knowledge serves them and their surroundings for the rest of their lives, so that he consid-
ered books such as Schulman’s, which disseminate popular scientific knowledge, to be 
blessed.45
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Geographic scientific knowledge and narrative style are mixed together in Schulman’s 
books. in Sefer Halichot Kedem Schulman described at length the shape of the Dead Sea and 
the chemical composition of its water, and explained in detail the reasons for the rise of the 
nile river during summer and for the change of its colors. in Šulamit he noted that the height 
of Mt. Carmel is estimated at 1500 feet, that Mt. Sinai is made of granite stone, and he even 
described in detail the climate in the lebanon Mountains.46 in Sefer Halichot Kedem, Schulman 
mainly emphasized the experiential aspect, while in Šulamit he complemented this with 
geographic-historical scientific knowledge.47 At the same time, Schulman chose to apply an 
emotion-laden literary style to his book, which, according to scholars, indicates Schulman’s 
religious-romantic conception of Eretz Israel.48 yet it seems that Schulman was also influenced 
by other sources.

inspection of his books yields that Schulman shaped scientific knowledge while keeping 
in mind the young readers’ needs. Scientific information on Eretz Israel was integrated into 
a fascinating imaginary trip, culminating in a religious experience. As was described above, 
this model was already common in late eighteenth century German–Christian literature for 
children. Elements of this model also appear in Schulman’s books. When the book’s protag-
onist lays his foot on the land, he describes the awe with which he sets upon the ground 
and the song of praise that he sings; and when he reaches Mt. Sinai, he speaks of the thun-
derstorm that is under way, during which he conjures up the Giving of the Torah on Mt. 
Sinai.49 Over and above all else, the story’s dramatic design is salient. The protagonist 
describes the way to Jerusalem as deserted and ruined, with gangs of robbers ambushing 
passersby. He details how he and his companions manage to evade these gangs.50 The author 
described the protagonist as he approaches his destination, exhausted and worn out:

As i heard we were close to the city of God, my heart pounced from my chest, my spirit was 
excited, and i could inhale air strongly into my nose. i imagined every mountain and hill that i 
saw was Mt. Zion, Jerusalem Hill. Moments passed, and my heart fell ill and my spirit dwindled 
in lengthy anticipation, each and every moment seemed like a year – oh, when will i enter your 
gates, Jerusalem?! When will i water you with my tears, God’s holy daughter of Zion!? … Suddenly, 
i fell from the horse … Oh, the city of God!! … Greetings, the Holy City of Jerusalem!! … i set 
upon the ground […] i entered the gates of Jerusalem. i entered the city barefoot, in sackcloth 
and ashes. i tore my clothes […] kissing the stones of God’s city, and streams poured from my 
eyes […] no tongue can convey, and no writer’s pen has the power to express even a shred of it.51

The story of the arrival in Jerusalem is presented as a real adventure, climaxing with the 
entrance into the city itself. The narrator describes the ecstasy he experiences, stressed by 
the intense use of exclamation points, question marks, and ellipses. All of these were meant 
to demonstrate the emotional-religious experience that ‘no tongue can convey’ and to  
induce a similar effect in the readers. Schulman’s aim is twofold: To transmit knowledge and 
to instill religious belief values. The German literary-didactic model of a travel story that 
culminates with religious-spiritual ecstasy serves his goal well.

HaTzir journal – science and technology for youth

Texts in Hebrew on technological advances became increasingly popular in the second half 
of the nineteenth century in the Ashkenazi realm. These texts catered to the needs of the 
Jewish audience, who saw and experienced the technological changes that had taken place 
in Europe at the time firsthand. The main target audience for these texts was probably the 
young generation, who met these changes with much enthusiasm and curiosity.52
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The biweekly HaTzir appeared in lemberg over a few months (Kislev through Adar 5562, 
1861–1862) and consisted of many items on science and technology. This journal was part 
of a trend of modern Jewish journals that appeared during the second half of the nineteenth 
century, described above, and which aimed to disseminate current affairs with relevance to 
the target audience, while transmitting universal modern values. A major part of this journal 
was dedicated to a historical, social, and political description of events that had affected 
Jews’ lives across the Ashkenazi realm: The Khmelnytzky pogroms of the seventeenth  
century, the 1848 revolution and the expansion of civil rights, the war that had taken place 
between Austria on the one hand and France and italy on the other hand, a few years earlier, 
in 1859, and up to the time of its publication. Descriptions of animals also appeared, including 
goats, birds, and monkeys, as did geographic travels to places such as Mt. Vesuvius and the 
city of Pest. Prominent among the journal’s texts are those that address contemporary tech-
nology: The steam train, steam boat, hot-air balloon, submarine, mechanical millstone, 
 telegraph, and so forth. Various illustrations appeared alongside the verbal descriptions.

The journal’s first issue opened with an ambitious statement by the founder and editor, 
isaac Weinert. He wrote that the journal’s aim was to serve as a permanent vehicle for pre-
senting up-to-date knowledge to the Jews of Galicia, as well as a platform for them to express 
their feelings and criticism towards society and the authorities. ‘For my brothers and people, 
to speak of any major political affairs […] of any wisdom, masterpiece and new inventions, 
which every person should understand’.53 An interim summary of the journal’s route was 
offered by the editor after two months of activity, on 1 January 1862. it mentions explicitly 
the different types of material in the journal – from politics to science – that cater to different 
kinds of readers. Weinert noted the adaptation of scientific texts especially for youth:

The HaTzir is the first for holy [tongue] readers, whose motto is eternal freedom […] and it is 
also first and foremost for those fighting under the constitution, and who criticize both gentile 
and king […] and it is also the first for those who exposed israelite youth’s ears to supreme and 
wondrous wisdoms, natural wisdoms that they are unaware of, because: Things such as these 
have never before been seen in a Hebrew journal, including drawings made according to their image, 
speaking of trees and rocks and everything that lives, in clear, simple language, so that each man 
and youth who knows how to read Hebrew can understand everything that is written precisely 
[…] So hurry, youths of israel, and take this HaTzir, since its benefit is for more than merely a day 
or two; if the reader reads it in future days, he will draw the same pleasure from it as before.54

This indicates that the author intended to make the issues of news and current affairs vis-à-
vis the Jews’ relations with the authorities accessible to a general audience, namely, adults. 
Conversely, scientific texts and technological texts that were accompanied by illustrations 
were specially tailored for youth. They were written in simple, clear Hebrew, and were accom-
panied by bright illustrations. Presumably, the editor concluded during the time that the 
paper circulated that youths were the audience most keen on this information.55

How did Weinert form the texts on technology? His assumption was that his audience 
wished to delve deep and grasp how things work. This is what he wrote in the introduction 
to the description of the steam train:

Have you seen, amicable reader! The iron vehicle (locomotive), as it exhales fire its mouth and 
nostrils emit smoke, and the way it glides in glorious splendor on the iron paths with much din 
and noise, did you see it? i am sure that at the time you thought: i wish i knew how this great 
vehicle moves, the new creation that human wisdom has breathed life into […] i said the same 
to myself, and then i went to check in books of wisdom.56
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According to Weinert, technological innovation entailed enlightenment and progress, and 
held the potential to change the face of Jewish society. The description of the mechanical 
millstones communicates his hope that the Jews under the enlightened Austro-Hungarian 
rule will be able to become farmers, too.57

HaTzir, volume 9, pearl harvesting in the deep sea with a submarine.

The language used in the texts on technological inventions is glorifying and praiseful. 
The force of steam provided the English empire its power. Conquest of the new world is 
presented in a positive light, as introducing civilization ‘among savages and idolaters.’58 The 
invention of the hot-air balloon is presented as proof of the technological control of mankind 
not only over the earth (by means of the train) or the sea (by means of the steam boat), but 
over the air. The conquerors of the air, the Montgolfier brothers (‘French brothers’), are 
described as brave heroes.59 Weinert’s words are especially poetic, and his enthusiasm soared 
when referring to the telegraph:

How wondrous God’s actions are! – The human spirit is too small to encompass them, as they 
exceed human wisdom. yet his mind, which is part of God above, enquires about nature’s secrets 
and brings them to light […] the most supreme of the wondrous things, which humankind has 
achieved from the depth of its mind in our times, is the telegraph.60

The great enthusiasm expressed by HaTzir’s editor for the telegraph is similar to that which 
appeared in the journal HaTzfira. Apparently, this device came to symbolize innovative tech-
nology, and it influenced the Jewish populace immensely.61 Thus, the Galician HaTzir voiced 
enthusiasm for new technology, experienced especially by the young Jewish generation, 
and in this sense its role was similar to that of HaTzfira, which was founded at the same time 
in Warsaw. On 8 January 1862, HaTzir’s editor gladly reported the upcoming appearance of 
the journal founded by the ‘rabbi that is revered all across the land’, Hayyim Selig Slonimski 
(1810–1904), stating that it shares common objectives with HaTzir. The editor went on to 
encourage his readers to purchase HaTzfira, and by doing so to assist Slonimski.62
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Hence, the editor of HaTzir considered the young Jewish generation to be the main audi-
ence for news on technological innovations, which spread across Europe during the second 
half of the nineteenth century. like the aforementioned authors, Weinert also made use of 
literary elements in order to enhance this information’s appeal to his young readership. He 
also made use of another element that had become characteristic of modern children’s lit-
erature, namely, illustrations, which were rare in Hebrew literature for the young 
generation.63

Summary

The nineteenth century saw a marked increase in scientific writing in Hebrew. Traditional 
topics, such as astronomy and mathematics, were marginalized, and discourse on new 
branches of science, which had been highlighted in modern European culture, such as zool-
ogy, geography, and modern technology, received precedence. This phenomenon seems 
to also characterize scientific texts in Hebrew written for children.

The choice of these branches of science marks a sense of casting off the burden of the 
past, which had not previously characterized authors of children’s texts. it would seem that 
these authors’ adherence to Jewish traditions had weakened, allowing them to expand the 
span of scientific discourse. Moreover, it points to the significance attributed by the authors 
to turning the young generation into central agents of change in a changing world, in which 
sciences and technology had become of central importance. As can be seen in the examples 
offered in this article, the Maskilic authors made use of different media – textbooks, fiction, 
and journals – to disseminate scientific concepts and knowledge among the young Jewish 
generation.

Examination of these test cases also shows that during the second half of the nineteenth 
century, scientific literature in Hebrew for children took on increasingly distinct patterns. 
Alongside the presentation of modern scientific conceptions, up-to-date scientific knowl-
edge, and scientific descriptions of technological innovations, the authors of these texts also 
used demonstrative techniques, appealed directly to the young audience, attached illustra-
tions to their essays, and even integrated scientific knowledge with literary fiction. The nov-
elty of these works lies mainly in the ways their authors combined between various models 
and used them in new contexts. These authors clearly adopted modern concepts of child-
hood and education, and made exceeding efforts to adapt scientific texts to the needs of 
their young audience, as they imagined them to be. A full description of the crystallization 
of this new genre of Hebrew scientific literature for Jewish children requires future research. 
This research should explore further the interaction between Hebrew scientific writing for 
Jewish children and youth and modern literary genres adopted by Hebrew texts’ writers at 
that time, such as the sea voyage narrative and travel stories.64 Future research should also 
relate to the question of the extent and manner in which those texts for the young generation 
contributed to the development of modern scientific discourse in the Jewish realm.
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